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~f1tSUNM Senate
· APproves 2 Bills

a
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In Final. Meeting
By Ruth S. lntress
At its shortest and last meeting
this semester, th!< ASUNM Senate
Wednesday night passed two bills,
One· of the bills·, which is
scheduled to appear on the.
ASUNM fall ·election ballot next
week, will ask students what issues
the Lobby Committee should
concentrate on in the upcoming
legislative session. The other bill
limits temporary appointments to
executive committees to 15 days
without prior consent pf the senate.
The Speakers Committee, which
is in the red from last year, had a
balance. of approximately $5,600
prior to Stan Lee and William
Colby's appearances, said Finance
Committee Chairman George
Coston. Coston said Lee lost approximately $1,500 and Colby lost
approximately $2,000.
ASUNM President Damon
Tobias said the only other speakers
the comJl!itlee is contracted to bring
are John King Fairbanks, Buck
Minister fuller and Dick Gregory.
"Outside of Fairbanks, Fuller, and
Gregory we will, unless we can
bring a sure-fire money maker OF·
do shows with virtually no cost to
us, close the Speakers Committee
down early beca~se we don't want
to go into deficit like last year,"
Tobias said.
Tobias said, "We took too.many
high risks, and they might not have
lost money if we hadn't had one·
chairman pick the speakers and
another try to run it."
Tobias said the Speakers
<;::ommittee is considering bringing
an entertainment-type speaker, like
Lily Tomlin was last year, to help
bail them out financially. "There
aren't many superstars in our price
range. Chevy Chase would cost
approximately $5,000 and we can't
afford that kind of risk. We have a
chance at getting Ljly Tomlin back
but since she was here Jast year she
might be a financial risk," Tobias
said.
"There is a possibility of cosponsoring someone like Chevy
Chase between PEC and the
Speakers Committee but it's bad
precedent to look towards PEC to
bail anyone out," Tobias said.
Tobias said concerning the Film
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Damon Tobias

Committee, "I have asked Brian
·sanderoff to pursue a fuller investigation of the Film Committee
including their last year's
book.keeping.
A s~perficial
examm~ti~n of last year s.finances
a!e ,pomti~g towar_ds dis.cre~ancies. _Tobias als~ said ~PP~IcatJons
for Fdm Com~Ittee Chai_rperson
are presently bemg accepted.
The senators then discussed this
past session and the things they said
they felt they had accomplished
during it. Among points made by
some of the senators were;
-The senate should be more
involved in actions and bills other
· than just financial ones;
-Senators should receive
compensation for the time they
spend in meetings, such as partialtuition difference; and
-Decide on guidelines for
executive committees and their
chairmen to follow.

John K. Fairbanks, a· profess(lr
of Chinese 'history at Harvard
University, will discuss recent
changes in China caused by the
death of Mao Tse-Tung. 'i'he.
lecture, sponsored by the ASUNM
Speakers Committee, will take
place at Woodward Hall, Thursday, Nov. 18.
Tickets are now available at the
SUB box office and the
Albuquerque Ticket Agency.
Fairbank said that present
behavior of both China and the
' West are largely determined by
historical-cultural traditions that no
one, not even Chairman Mao or
Henry Kissin~er. can escape.
j'The great Confucian system of
government that evolved by tht:
second century B.C. has resulted in.:
a yawning cultural gap between
East and West that is still
responsible for much of the tension
between them," he said.
·
Fairbank explained that Confucianism consisted of rule by a
scholar elite. By the eighth century
a complex system of civil-service
examinations, based on literary and
ethical knowledge, had become the
principal route to bureaucratic '
advancement. "The scholarly
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ruling class jealously guarded its
monopoly on correct ideas and
prevented anybody else, merchants
or soldiers for example, from
gaining power. It stressed
tranquility and order, not struggle
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revolution. He added, "Like the
China of old, the People's Republic
is still massive, profoundly
collectivist and professedly antiindividualist.''
Fairbank said few Americans
today seem anxious to discover
what it was about Viet Nam or
China that made them so resilient
to heavy doses of American good
will. He added, "The United States
got into Viet Nam partly out of
sheer ignorance and now we want
to get out and remain ignorant.
Neither move does us much
credit."
The Harvard professor said that
once the novelty of the new
acquaintance has faded, both
Americans and Chinese will still
face many of the same problems
including Taiwan, the clash of
American individualism with
Chinese collectivism' and "the

John K. Fairbank

and change as the primary goals of
society."
Fairbank argued that China has
not freed itself from this Confucian
past despite Mao Tse-Tung's

· arrogance of China's implacable
self-esteem." He added, "Most
important, as Americans we must
give up the enduring historical hope
that bringing China into the world
will somehow make the Chinese
more like us."

Hypnosis Valuable T9ol to Psychoanalysts
Despite all the myths about it, .
hypnosis' is a valuable tool in
psychoanalytical and behavioral
therapy treatment, said a UNM
professor who describes hypnosis as
''controlled
and
guided
daydreaming."
About 90 per cent of the adult
population can be hypnotized, said
Dr. Norman Katz of UNM's
psychology department.
"I define hypnosis as the
psychology
of
believed-in
imaginings," he said, adding that
there are divergent theories among
health professionals about the

meaning and villue of hypnosis.
"When you are hypnotized you
are immersed in a fantasy to the
extent that you can filter out
contradictory information," Katz
said.
Hypnosis is "a magnifying
glass" that can increase the effectiveness of a psychological
technique by "enlarging and intensifying" .the treatment, he
added.
"Hypnosis is similar to
daydreaming but involves a
specific, guided fantasy. It can
speed up the therapy process by

Marijuana Debate Scheduled for·.Nov. 16
Decriminalization of marijuana will
be debated on Tuesday, Nov. 16 in
the first of a series of educational
programs about the impuct of
marijuana on society.
Debaters will be attorney Keith
Stroup of Washington, D.C., and
Hardin B. Jones, professor of
physiology at the University of
California at Berkeley. Stroup,
executive director of the National
Organization for the Reform of
Marijuana Laws (NORML), will
speak in favor of removing criminal
penalties for possession of small
amounts of the drug.
The debate, which is free and
open to the public, will begin at
7:30 p.m. Nov. 16 in the ballroom
of the Four Seasons Motor Inn.
Also featured will be a panel
discussion among a lawyer, a·
psychologist and a humanities
scholar.
The series of programs are
sponsored by the New Mexico
Humanities Council and produced
by the New Mexico chapter of
NORML and the UNM psychology
department.
Next in the series is a discussion
of legal issues by attorney Charles
Daniels, scheduled for 7:30. p.m.
Nov. 17 at the National Guard
Armory in Santa Fe. The third
program will bring Dr. Michael
Aldridge, a marijuana researcher in
San Francisco, to Farmington on
Nov. 22. Aldridge will discuss the

'

history of marijuana use in a
program set for 7:30 p.m. at the
Farmington Holiday Inn.
The philosophical aspects of
marijuana use and laws will be the
topic of UNM philosophy professor
Don Lee at 7:30 p.m. Nov. 30 at
New Mexico State University in Las
Cruces. The final program is
scheduled in Portales on Dec. 2.

•

Fred
Schueler of UNM's
philosophy department will speak
on "morality and marijuana" at
7:30 p.m. at Eastern New Mexico
University.
Each program wiJI include a
discussion by local lawyers,
psychologists and humanities
scholars.

·.·,·. . ·'11·./~.
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. Keith Stroup

increasing a subject's ability to
overcome old behavior patterns."
Hypnosis also can help a subject
remember repressed details of old
fears and conflicts so they can be
brought into the open, Katz said.
"Hypnosis is a tool just like a
scalpel," he explained. "You don't
consult a hypnotist; you consult a
health professional who may use
hypnosis as part of a variety of
treatment methods."
· Not all psychologists and
psychiatrists receive training in
hypnosis and there are no certification ·requirements for hypnotists, a fact which Katz terms
"unfortunate." However, practitioners who belong to the
International Society for Clincial
and Experimental Hypnosis or the
American Clinical Hypnosis
Society have received special
training and may be more reliable,
he. added.
There are "thousands of ways"
to hypnotize someone an·d the
familiar dangling watch isn't
necessary.
"i use what eve,; .method the
subject is accustomed to or expects," he said. "I see myself as a
facilitator of the subject's own
hypnotic talent, teaching the
essential principles of controling
your fantasies.
"For example, if a child is afraid
of the dark I might ask her to
imagine that her favorite hero or
cartoon character is with her. Then
I ask her to imagine that it's dark
and the character is protecting
her."
The word hypno~is is derived
from the Greek root for sleep, but a
hypnotized person shows none of.
the physiological signs of being
asleep, Katz said. "The subject is
awake and involved in the activity.
I couldn't hypnotize you until I
knew what you wanteg it for.''
Post-hypnotic suggestions-the
commands given to a subject during
hypnosis to be acted on later-last
for an hour to a day for most.
people, he said, although . some
highly responsive subjects wiii 'take
them literally and must be carefully

watched.

"Hypnosis is powerful enough to
induce reactions tha~ some subjects
can't handle," he added. "For
example, hypnotizing an overweight person to keep him from
eating isn't enough of a treatment if
he has 'other psychological
problems related to his weight.
So1,11e people use their weight as a
defense · against
personal
relationships."
Hypnotic techniques were used
3000 years ago in ancient Egypt,
Katz said, an.d by the early 1800's
Europeans were conducting experiments that led to many of the
still-prevalent myths and the
sometimes-shady image· of hypnosis.
One early French experimenter,
Anfon Mesmer, coined the term
"animal magnetism" to describe
the convulsions that accompanied
his treatments, but an investigating
committee concluded that the
effects were solely the n;sult of his
subjects' imaginations and expectations, effects later ascribed to
"mesmerism."
Freud's theory of psychoanalysis
was based on his work with hypnotized subjects, Katz said,
although
Freud abandoned
hypnotism when he found that
some people are not susceptible.
In his hypnosis paboratory at
UNM, Katz is studying ways to help
peopl~ develop their ability to
immerse themselves in guided
fantasy-in other words, "To
maximize their hypnotic talent.
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Correction
In yesterday's LOBO the
front page story on the ASONM
senatorial candidates was inadvertently left incomplete. Two
candidates' names Were not
listed as candidates. They are
Martin Berg and Charles
"Chip" Carroll, members of
the How and Why Party.
Carroll is a junior in Fine Arts
and Berg is a junior in An~hropology.
_..
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Want Independent N. Ireland

.)
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i Protestants Propose About-Face
Z~

plan a new government.
It said the army should be drawn .
Tlte
nine
paramilitary from the Ulster Defense Regiment
organizations included the Ulster presently under control of the
Volunteer Force and the Red Hand British Army .
Commandos, thought by the police
Protestant politicians Ian Paisley
to be responsible for a majority of and Harry West attacked the
the sectarian assassinations and coalition's announcement saying
bombings
carried
out
by the plan would lead to a United
Protestants.
Ireland rather than an independent
The coalition offered to talk with Ulster.
the Provisional Irish Republican
Meanwhile a provisional IRA
army if it ends its campaign of bomb squad blew up Northern
violence.
Ireland's
National
Trust
A document, produced by the Headquarters outside Belfast
coalition's coordinating committee, Thursday morning, causing exsuggested the country be governed tensive damage.
_.-..~ (I:Wil't:RSITY
by a parliament of 100 members
OF
with a cabinet made up of'the most
talented politicians of both parties.
~·~"l
~n~xu:o
The document suggested the
J•Rt:ss
cabinet include members of the
Catholic Social Democratic Labor
Party whose first task would be to
('IIRISniAS
draft a bill of rights to protect
IIOOK S,\1,1~
minority interests.
The Protestant groups also want
BEIRUT,
Lebanon
Britain to pay the new nation $480 (UPI)-Gunmen Thursday shot
:'\o\·c·mhcr In -19
million during its first 15 years to and wounded moderate Christian
Sec ud in :'>loncl:_ty's l.o 1xJ
~ance a police force and army.
leader Raymond Edde, fierce
opponent to S)Tian intervention in
Lebanon, in an assassination attempt which triggered a furious
gun battle in downtov.;n Beirut.
Within hours two Syrianarmored brigades belonging to the
f-Ine fnMtlt.nro
Gotlnct.lblo.5
Arab League Peacekeepi~g Forces
3500 Gmttral S..E.
came under fire for the first time
11-lbnqnCU'qilt\.. S6wMc.:L1~8'7106
sin~e they started their push to
(:105)266 8-DI
separate the warring factions.
A Soviet-made T62 tank
pounded a house on the outskirts of
Beirut where a sniper had holed up
until it collapsed.
Four gunmen, dri\ing a creamcolored Fiat sports car, opened fire
with submachine guns on Edde, 63,
a moderate Christian "ho had been
the Moslem leftist candidate for
President, as he stepped out of his
car in front of his massh·e, white
stone mansion in the uptown
Hamra District.
"I had been swimming at the
Coral Beach Hotel," Ed de told
UPL "\\'hen l arriYed at my home l
noticed a car had been following us.
When we stopped, the car pulled up
alongside.
"1 jumped out of the car and lay
down on the pavement, \I ith the car
between me and the gunmen. Then
they took off," he said.

BELFAST, Northern Ireland
(UP!) - A conlilion of extremist
o' Protestant
paramilitary
.o organizations Thursday made an
,3 about-face, proposing a 10-ycar
.E:;> phase-out of British rule and an
·;a ind<~pendcnt Northern Ireland.
P
The organizations, which have
.~ · been among the most strident
~ supporters of British rule in· Ulster,
::E said at a news conference the !Oil: year period would give Protesumt
and Catholic communities time to

z

Peace Force
Fired On
In Lebanon

OldBasluass

Winrock store only
By United Press International

Egypt OK's Independent Parties
CAIRO, Egypt-President Anwar Sa~ at sai~ ":hursd~y he_ is tr~n
sforming the three wings of the Arab Soctaltst Umon mto Independent political parties ''effective today.''
Sadat announced the decision in a policy speech opening the newly
elected parliament. It meant the revival of independent political parties for the first time in 14 years.

i
:\

Rhodesian Talks Continue
GENEVA Switzerland-British negotiators say the discussions
with individ~al White and Black delegations have produced slow but
definite progress on the transfer of power to the Black majority in
Rhodesia.
Conference Chairman Ivor Richard, Britain's U.N. Ambassador,
was expected to continue his "bilateral diplomacy" by holding more
private talks with the individual leaders of the four Black delegations
and the White delegation.

Governor Delays Execution
SALT LAKE CITY-Utah Gov. Calvin Rampton Thursday stayed
the execution of Gary Gilmore, who had persuaded the State Supreme
Court he should die "like a man" before a firing squad Monday morning.
Rampton said he wanted the State Board of Pardons to decide
whether the admitted-killer deserved the death penalty, The Board
meets Wednesday.
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LAYAWAY NOW
FOR CHRISTMAS
A small deposit plus
regular payments will
hold your selection
at these sale price::;.
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Flowers Donated to Smokey

'

CAPITAN, N.M.-Floral shops are receiving orders for memorial
flowers for Smokey Bear's funeral services next week, but the State
Parks and Recreation Department suggested Thursday something
more permanent should be donated.
Norma Phillips, owner and manager of the Art and Flower Nook in
nearby Ruidoso, said she had received several orders for flowers for
the services next Wednesday. She said she expected more orders.
But the Parks and Recreation Department suggested donations
should be made to the Smokey Bear Museum in lieu of flowers.

KUI!ISSL1
REG. $226

I

I

1995

KNEISSL COMPACT A
SKI PACKAGE

l'l

I

45

'

Includes skis rm $155.00, Tomic T-7 poles reg. $6.95,
Look Nevada G bindings reg. $59.50, plus installation
reg. $5.00. Skis hot waxed and engraved wilh
your Initials a1 no extra cost.

!
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Sale prices
eHoctive
through
Sunday,

LOS ANGELES-It sounds like a dieter's dream-food that the
body ignores, meals that make no fat.
Dr. George Bray of Harbor General Hospital is working on just
such a project and says other scientists are, too.
"There are some artificial substances the body cannot break down
through digestion," he said in an interview this week. "There are
other substances the body can't digest, can't absorb and can't store as
fat."

November 14

at Winrock
store only
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1 111 N. St&le College BIYd.
Fullerton, CA 92531
Phone (714} 993-7500

1333 Front Street
San Diego, CA 92.101
Phc>ne (714) 232-5505

Name _____ _

Slreet __ _
City ___ _ _

Z~P..--

Althougb the cost a! prntessional educat1on contmues to spiral.
tmt10n at WSU remains among the most moderate m the nat1on

Since 1937 • •.

1425 Fourth St., NW
247-3774

Albuquerque's Fashion Fur Leader
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Coa.lrtton co H:;p E.a<e ''-'m~d Hcnger wJ.U mttl ;o
d;Kus.s plans for 1he faSl fC~r w.;.,:fJ hunger on ~"·
IS. Themeclmg v,:ll be Fn • ...,(\,. ~~. 3·30 ".m .• rm.
110, ~e;olcg} h!dg

I

ROSSIGNOL TARGA SKIS

I

REG.
$14995

Fiberglass I wood composite skis 1

I

priced to save you $60.00 ...•....

I

LOBO SKI PLAN

I
I
I
I
I
I

Choose Ski-Tek Elite
or Sk.f-Tek Rallye.
Tubular aluminum
with shaped grips

GARMONT CORTINA
LEATHER LINED
SKI BOOT

"r

ROSSIGNOL WORLD CUP skis, reg. $125, plus
Geze Plate Lite bindings reg. $39.95, Rallye
ski boots reg. $45, Tomic poles reg. $6.95
and installation reg. $5.00. 1otAl value $221.90.

LEASE OR BUY OPTION
OFFER ENDS
NOVEMBER 24th

Season

tease price

~

7995

MADE
TO SELL
FOR $2495

1499
WESTERN STYLE
DOWN FILLED
SKI VEST

3~:.95

"'P.reaoi':lus l.:cy 1.:1 i!:.e &-::!d Trea~-..rr,_-:• c!:s.:~s.s:on
of $."C"1enod prvbl.."!ns m ;:-..:·m~pa.'"a!~,-c ph:!~"'p'hy, i!
mbJCii af PM.:ts.Jphv C'h::h ml't'!it'lg, Fn .• So,. 1~:
Pr,;,f. F'red: Su.am l\lil male t~ep~t.at10n. Coffte,
;.""0.:'1\.tcs a! 3 p_m__ tn P-h::o)!.{'lph~· DtpL to1mge.
\o.fct"ttng at 3~30 ltl. l1l:ttan t5!h floor Hu:"l'I:Sr.tti~).
rve!)-,""~nt 'H·il.~:nt'

REG.
$140 00

Fiberglass/epoxy recreational skis
$60.00 off original ••..• , ....•..

I
I
I

SKI POLES

19/.' IO tn•
htalth X."1en.:e st11dc:a.. Appl:..:atio:a may be
f'lk::l.cd up :st the 'ICHO (\'!fi;t 1:\ Chfl:an6 Sudtes.
fM mort= m f\1:-ma::.:m an R!.:l: l.corz~ 1"'~ -4131.

1u~u...t

DYNASTAR COMPACT SKIS

I

,;nona! Ch:o:r.i."' Hea!~b fr.t'a.1::.a!ttm tt. cfferin,g

~hlllan.!':.q'\!. f(lt lhc- spr:::'lg ~c::!.U:t

$60.00 savings ........•. , ....

799

6999
In this world of nylons and plastics. it's nice
to know that there's something natural that is
soft, warm and affordable.
The something is real fur, and right now at
~ ,,-.'$
Harper's Furriers there·s a beautiful
'"'-'~~,... selection of fashionable, wear<t,~~- anyvvhere coats designed to fit
~your budget and your lifestyle.
This very special line consists of
dyed opossum, natural kit fox. and
natural and dyed rabbit coats,
some with leather trim, all labeled
to show country of origin, with
prices starting as low as S139.00.
Why settle for synthetics when
rea( fur is so .affordable?

REG.
$14000

Glass wrap recreational skls at a big

REG. 1495
REG. $100

Many !lave done sn. Success!ully! Students. business people.
pro!ess10~als and those seekmg a new and better way of hie
have come to Western Stzte University College of law and started
upun a course of study learlmg lo a place in the legal profession.
W:th two tlmpuses in Soutbsrn California- one in San Diego and
the oh'1er m Fullerton (near Los Angeles)-WSU offers its
smdents an unusually pleasant environment.
WSU has a Whole Person Admissions Poflcy - applicants are
screened for academic backgroan:L personal aptitude, general
expertence. maturity and mottvatton. WSU offers several ways
mwh1ch you can enter the legal professlOn-Fuii-Tims Students
graduate m 2'~ to 3 years and Part-Tim~ Students graduate in 3':
to 4 years, earnmg a Juns Doctor (J.D.l Degree and qualifying
for the Califorma Bar Examination. Classes are offered days,
evenmgs and weekends. Spring semester starts Jznuary 17. To
obtain catalog fill out and ma1i advertisement to either of our two
campuses.
Wt.stern Stale University ColleQe of lzw. llepl. 145

7995
7995
8995
1-------------- - - - - - - - - - --1
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What Weight Watchers Want

FAMOUS BRAND
SKIS AT SENSATIONAL
LOW SALE PRICES!

I
I
I
I
I

Contrasr color Western
yoke. snap front WJ1h snow
collar, two b1g llap packers
WJih snaps Insula led Wllh
down Colorful and warm

SKI GOGGLES

·

The F.n~l:f.h 101 fin.a1 c:":a:n r~-,r fai! semes!cr u1ll bt
hrld an \1onda~ m-'mt."''g, ne: B. ft.:.~ "":30-a.m. to
10 a tn. a.'"ld not from S to J\1 a_m. ns mo:h~tC"J m the
'-i'C.:lal o;at:l:n.a~mn~h~dc:nt~e ""'-i;1,. R lOBO and
m :he !.pr.ng:r~~tu:li.1-n -•...:!:e.idc l'"!f .:!a.s_qos

New Mexico
DAILY LOBO
Vol. 81

No. 60

REG. $60

1999

REG. 1695

GARMONT DURANGO

999

SKI BOOT

SKI GLOVES

5-buclde style 2-pc.

Ski-Tek Alta, genuine leather skl gloves with warm,
100"/a polyester fleece lining and snug fitting wrists.
Multicolor deslgn.

hinged pol~urethane

upper, factory

Bm: 20, UniYersity P .0., Ul'<M
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone; {505)277-4102,

foam padded.

DELUXE SKI BOOT BAG
AIDine Designs heavy
duty vln~ Suporpacker

2'77-4202.
1"~<' \oc·~o~. ~nt.•,) ]).:(I J ,·jh:• ~~ i"i!bll!>hc;'l
~1<''l:l..'l:t\ lh:,'"ll:f;h ltl,lll\ ~\'(' \ 'fC'~:Jla.; wr:.tl. _.,,
:he-- t r..n:'l'o,Ht \'{'.:1' c-:1.:.! "-'~·et.'~ .Ct!''-~E:: :ht f,.t::"::·
nwr ~t'<."-li'l:"'l:'\ 1~~ R.-'l~rJ ~'1 -s:u<l:rr.·: :f>_;_~hh..:·.a1K•-;;~
~~~ :hr t:;-;,,~-~':!\ .:-•
\~H.,..·.~. :m.:l :~

"'•·li.

995

DOWN SUPER SWEATER
We expect a selbut, so don't wait too long.
Rip-stop nylon shell and lining, zip and snap
front, 2 big flap pockets, cbwn filled.

-n.,.:

f:r.nn,_•;nih .a~J..''•:m':r.J w.t!"J 1 ""-~ &-..·t~;).1 .::lni-.!o

"':1:,"~\r-.pC" ~:.u..l n: ~T;.H~/Ilt~.:;.,t .. _:-.;r?o ,."~c·~~~''
j., J 'J -:-,;.hJ,,·:Ij"l.'l.'l:l ~iJ;:;o I~ '$;'.' ,},l ,,"n 1.,('
!l..:.-1.:1Nl'll.'\'t'.M
1'hc ~'~Timh'!tl~ (·\fl<'('~~J cs;'l t!JI;' t-.::!J:.:·mn1 fl8f'rlo
u1 'rilc·J'>m;t 1,,]1,1 rn:~h''"t{'.l ;h~:-.ntf:h>'IJ <;i\lc~'
l r:\!f:.nt'd ~ljllra,'.\'1 •~ 1he: ~;: ~ ~~ to.:.!,;.;-,;lnl 'h.:.nrJ .::!
7'iu· n.n'l 1o•!'l41 "'-'~l~l::~· j>:".:'",:t"d >rl Thl' nm. 1
l,l/l,"l :ti:X'~<.tl;--ll\ ''""~"'"(';;:<. :hr ,-r..··v:!i ,,, :he
t r.. \'C'tt;J''I.- ,..,I ~~·14 '\~.r-·u.•,.,
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4 CONVENIENT PAYMENT PLANS:
COOK'S CHARGE, MASTER CHARGE, BANKAMERICARD
or LAYAWAY
All items subject to priol sale

t 05 WIN ROCK SHOPPING CENTER
Monda~

293·6080

tluu fridl~ 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Salurdl)' 10 a.m. ta 6 p.m.

Sund1y Naan ta 5 p.m.
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Better Day Care
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The outcome of the somewhat emotional state health agency
~ governing board action on adult-child ratios in child care centers is
:;:: basically that the centers will not change greatly.
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The ratio of adult supervision to children in the under-two-years
-<t" bracket was decreased from 1 to 10, to 1 to 7. In the two to four
~ years bracket, the ratio remained the same, and in the four to six
il< years bracket, the ratio increased from 1 to 15 to 1 to 20.
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Most of the day care centers and parents preferred to leave the
ratios as they were so as not to price the cost of day care out of the
reach of parents. However, one day care representative was in
favor of the decreased ratios because she felt the quality of New
Mexico day care needs to be improved.
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She cited research which shows children under six and especially
children under three need the stimulation of interaction with adults.
She said the ratios for children under two presently allows only
enough time to feed and diaper the infant.
According to the information she had, the state of present day
care supervisor to child ratios could damage the growth· and
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJmnlllllllllmllllllllllllllllllnlllllllllllllllllllllllll Op i n i o DIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJJ 11111111111111111" 1" 11111111111111111 111 1111111111111111111111
development of the children.
In an age when more and more mothers in all socio-economic
classes are going to work, we cannot allow the quality of day care
to be such that the next generation will be developmentally
deprived.
The city continues to pour
Essentially we are paying for the
By Martin Nix
In Albuquerque, we basically money into roads and has yet to do auto system through our food bill.
New Mexico is already the 48th state in per capita income and if,
In effect, the elected officials
because both parents are forced to work and not able to pay any have a situation where nuclear a comprehensive review of transit
alternatives.
engineers
are
trying
to
rewrite
the
The
city
zoning
code
have
lost control of the governmore for day care, 'the day care remains below the standards in
biology
and
statistic
books,
legislates
that
Albuquerque
should
ment,
the government controls the
other states, then the next generation will probably be somewhat
drainage engineers the geology have so many parking spaces for so elected officials. A simple decision
deprived and unable to increase their earning potential.
books, and now the traffic many bathtubs, and legislates that which can be made by one person
engineers
are trying to rewrite the the city should be two-thirds must be reviewed by layers of com·
It is the parents who are involved directly in the establishment of
land
use
planning
and economic pavement.
mittees of bureaucrats, creating a
day care center regulations. So, as long as changes in the ratios
textbooks.
baffling situation for any citizen.
mean the parents must pay more money, the parents are not going
Unfortunately,
the
engineering
Presently,
over
50
per
cent
of
the
What
we need is citizen parto. want to see these necessary changes take place.
mentality is not listening to what city budget subsidizes the auto ticipation, not citizen input (as
The federal government could come into the picture by providing other disciplines are saying-yet system (which includes driver licen- present city policy is).
some funds for the support of the day care centers. However, a one-third of the municipal e.lected ses, factories, roads, tax subsidies,
officials and nearly all city depart- mines, lifestyle, etc.). For example,
Citizens need technical help, so
move of this nature could easily incite the wrath of Americans who
ment heads are engineers.
we can talk among each other and
police
spend
two-thirds
of
their
would fear a socialist takeover of the developm(1nt of our youth.
The City continues to act as if time in traffic regulation, and the come up with our own solutions.
gasoline
were 20 cents a gallon. Yet city spends thousands of dollars on Presently, many families are
This pro lem could be remedied by setting up local boards with
if the city does not change certain freeway lighting.
refusing community development
federal funding to oversee day care center policies and put the
policies,
unemployment
in
funds for home improvement in
responsibility back in the hands of the citizens, not the federal ad- Albuquerque will increase since
Roads do not pay property taxes, "run-down" areas, because of the
ministration.
people are spending more money yet railroads pay taxes on the track. many regulations.
But talk of what the government could or could not do is on gasoline, instead of on local The subsidies for the auto are en·
irrelevant because there seems to be no driving concern to do business.
dless, yet close to one-half of the
Somehow city bureaucracy has
something about the day care centers.
nation's resources is used. by the the idea that individuals do not
auto system-these resources will know best, and organizations do.
We suggest that everyone should be concerned about this issue
be needed for such essentials as Yet the Constitution was founded
and that some positive planning and research should be directed
fertilizer and housing.
on the basis of individuality.
toward the state of day care centers.

Auto Costs Mount, Take Over Priorities
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by Garry Trudeau

A Lonely
Christmas
Overseas
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by Garry Trudeau

Editor:
Another Christmas season is
rapidly approaching-the time of
year we most enjoy being with
family and friends. However, for
many thousands of our fellow
Americans this will be a very lonely
Christmas; they cannot be with
their families because they are
stationed overseas with the United
States Armed Forces. For a large
number of these young men and
women this will be the first Christmas away from home.
Your readers can help make this
holiday season a little less lonely for
many of these young people by
joining in the collection of Christmas mail sponsored by Military
Overseas Mail. This is an ideal
project for school classes, clubs,
scouts, and other groups or
organizations as well as individuals
and families. For more information,
please send a stamped, self·
addressed envelope to MOM, Box
4428, Arlington, VA 22204. Thank
you.
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lee Spencer
Coordinator
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Govt.lnformation Day
To Be Held at UNM
'

Career Services will sponsor "Government Career Information Day"
Tuesday, Nov. 16 at the SUB. Representatives from 16 state, local and
federal agencies will be present to inform students on all'aspects of government employment including job descriptions, q1.1alifications and application procedures, said Tina Ludutsky-Taylor of the Career Services
Center.
While the agencies' representatives will not be recruiting for specific
jobs, they will provide information and advice to students interested in
government careers, Ludutsky-Taylor said. Many of the agencies will
return to UNM in the future for job recruitment through Career Services.
Government Career Information Day will take place at the SUB from
10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. in room 250 C and D. The list of government
agencies that will be represented includes Civil Service, Fede,ral Aviation
Administration, Social Security Administration, Small Business Administration, Kirtland AFB, U.S. Forest Service, Bureau of Outdoor
Recreation, NM Personnel Board, City of Albuquerque Personnel Board
and the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

System Not Functioning
By Tim Gallagher
Apparently the electronic book-detection system in
the east side of Zimmerman Library, which has been
rendered useless by electromagnetic waves from
florescent lights, will remain inoperable for a while
longer.
The system, made by the Minnesota Milling and
Mining Co. (3-M), is designed to stop book thefts.
Under the system, a magnetic field is created around
each library book. This field causes an alarm to ring
when someone tries 'to take a book out of the library·
without checking it out. When the book is checked
out, the mltgnetic field is d'e-activated,
The electromagnetic waves ~iven off by the library's
3000-cycle florescendight current has de-activated thefield around the books.
University Architect Van Dorn Hooker said he had
notified 3-M about the breakdown, They, in turn,

contacted General Electric Co., who installed the
3000-cycle system and the two companies are attempting
to
work
out
a
solution.
Hooker said 3-M had been notified of the problem
about two months ago. "But like with any big
company," Hooker said, "it took a while for the
problem to reach the right people. Once they got it,
they had to find the right people at General Electric to
work on it.
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CHEWS Advocates National Day of Fast

fl"ans MasEI"EEI
~Voodcuts

1926

OPENING RECEPTION
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 14

Eyeglasses &
.Contact Lenses

, ...

4·bP M

at reasonable cost

SHOWING NOV 14 THRU DEC 24

Casey Optical Co.

The Silver Sunbeam Print Gallery
3409 CENTRAL. N.E

week before Thanksgiving, is
seeking world attention. Pierson
added, "There are more than a
billion persons in the world who go
to bed hungry and recent studies
show that some Americans throw
away a quarter of the food they buy
each week."
Although the fast was held for
the first time last year, it has
gathered national momentum.
"Last year 200,000 Americans
voluntarily went without food for a
day," Pierson said. "Already this
year the governors of Vermont,
New Mexico, Connecticut and
Illinois have proclaimed Nov. 18 to
be a day of fasting in their state."
The student group solicited
donations on Halloween night and
Albuquerqueans donated close to
$100. Pierson said funds collected
will be used to help anyone in need,
including earthquake, flood and

·-

I Next door to Chsey R9xal Drug}
Lomas •t Washington 256-8329

The TSO frame. As personal as your name.
Nobody in the world looks just like you, So
your frames should reflect your individuality.
That's why, at TSO, we offer prescription
eyewear in a spectacular selection of frames.
We have the style and the color to enhance
your own individual look.
At TSO, we care how you look at life ... and
how life looks at you.

famine victims throughout the
world. The funds will also be used
to buy seed, tools and animals.
"Part of the donations will help
establish a revolving 'self-help' loan
program. Indigent farmers can
borrow money to purchase land
and hopefully become more selfsufficient. They can then repay the
loan and give someone else the
same chance." Pierson said.
People who wish to participate in
"Fast for a World Harvest" should
contact C::HEWS, in care of the
New Mexico Student Union
Building at UNM.

40 Universities
Represented at
Health Seminar
By Steve Nolan
Forty American universities and
·colleges, primarily with large
minority populations, will be
represented today in Albuquerque
at a symposium sponsored by the
National Heart, Lung and Blood
Institute of the National Institutes
of Health in cooperation with the
UNM School of Medicine.
Juanita P. Cooke, coordinator
for minority affairs for the institute, said the purpose of the
symposium is to increase awareness
and participation of minorities in
biomedical research dealing with
diseases of the heart, blood, blood
vessels and lungs. She said she
shapes that the participants will
become more knowledgeble about
the Institute.
The National Institutes of Health
in Bethesda, Md. makes funds
available throughout the country
for biomedical research, Cooke
said.
Some of the research programs
which are funded by the institute
are the Minority Biomedical
Support Cooperative Program, ihe
Minority Access to Research
Program and the Hypertension
Summer Research Program.
Dr. Sei Tokuda, a UNM
professor of microbiology, will give
the opening address Friday morning. Dr. Robert I. Levy, director
of the institute will present the
keynote address.
During the afternoon session,
presentations and discussions will
be made on three topics-heart and
blood vessel diseases, lung diseases
and blood diseases and blood
resources.
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'UnoHicial' Dance Colors 'Shrew'
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Feature by Joel White
The repertory season at UNM' s
Rodey Theatre contains one
"official" evening of dance theatre
entitled "TimeSpace" (see Oct. 23
issue of the Daily LOBO). But at
the same time, another "unofficial" dance production was being
choreographed. The only notice
was the choreographer's name on
the top of the program.
The
show
is
William
Shakespeare's, The Taming of the
Shrew, which is being presented in
the style of 17th-century Italian
commedia delle' arte by the
director, Robert Hartung.
Normally, the choreography
involved in this type of production
would be nothing more than
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Pierre BuCharte," Bennahum said.
"It contains illustrations not only
of commedia dance poses, but
actual scenes as well.''
The drawings of Jacques Callor
(1592-163 5), a French print maker
who James Bakkom relied heavily
upon for the set and costume
designs, gave Bennah urn considerable insight into the
movements of commedia players.
"Although our sources for
commedia movements might have
been sufficient for this production," Bennahum said, "we also
researched other European types of
dance and movements of the late
16th through 17th centuries."
Principally there were eight
dancers to work with in the set
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order to get the spectator's attention.
"They were well-trained dancers
as well and we have a fairly good
idea of their style and how the
movements were executed,"
Bennahum said. "First, they used
many plies or bends in the knees
which gave them the possibility of
shifting easily to new positions or
places; also they were usually
~,J,
turned
out for better balance.
~!3
Then,
of
course, they imitated
<0:'_, ••
,;.~.~- ,;_,;-'.,~:
human
beings
in animalistic poses
"blocking" the movements of the dance pieces, but the remainder of
and
grotesqueness
which
actors. Because of the authenticity the cast of Players were also inof the
highlighted
the
comic
distress
of the production, however, a full- structed in actual movements of
human
condition.
They
used
mime
time choreographer was needed to commedia players.
as
a
tradition
which
was
constantly
research and adapt the actual
The commedia style used in this
movements used by commedia production comes from the Italian descended from the theatre of
players of that period.
commedia troupes which roamed Roman times. They were rarely at a
Judith Bennahum, an instructor Europe
during
the
high loss for a line or gesture because
of dance and dance history at Renai~sance. They'd come to a they played and played artd
UNM, drew heavily upon historical town, play relatively simple played."
illustrations and notes before scenerios with their stock characters
The Taming of the Shrew has
"Probably the most helpful book (similar to modern soap operas), already played three times in Rodey
we used was 'Italian Comedy' by constantly evolving new "bits" in Theatre and is scheduled to be
played again on Nov. 13, 14 and 20.
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The Coalition to Help Ease
World Starvation (CHEWS) is a
UNM student-charted organization
which along with Gov. Jerry
Apodaca, is asking people to
donate money they would normally
spend for a meal or a day's worth
of food to help the world's less
fortunate.
"Fast for a World Harvest" is
Nov. 18 and it will be honored as
such across the country. UNM
student Lynn Pierson is coordinating the fast program at UNM.
"We will have a table on the mall
Nov. 17-18 where people can leave
their donations," he said. "We'll
also have an informal teach-in in
the ballroom of the Student Union
Building. We want people to know
where and how their donations will
be used."
The fast, which is scheduled one
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''I'm not sure what the solution will be, I'm no
engineer, but J've been assured they'll be able to
correct the problem."
Hooker said he wasn't sure how long it would be
until a solution is found. Until then the library will
continue to use its method of hand checking all books
that leave the library to make sure they are not
overdue.
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This Weekend

Cos111ic Charlie
Uncle Nasty's

Plus Special Guest :itar

Robert Palmer

Sunday Nov. 21, 1976 8:00p.m.
.
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A Good Place To Make Friends"

Entertainment 7 Nites 4418 Central S.E.
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The Guild Theo.ttes
Cinema. Autumn
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Who Are These People?
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Guild Theatre-Friday is the last
day for Antonioni's Zabriskie at
7:30 and 9:45 p.m. Saturday starts
Robert De Niro as the ultimate
solution to urban mass transit- Taxi Driver. Call 265-0220 for
times.
Don
Pancho's-lngmar
Bergman's Face to Face starring
Liv Ullmann shows at 7 and 9:3 5
p.m. Ullmann is a woman doctor
whose own mental health starts to
fall apart. Sort of a Swedish
"doctor under the influence."
Hiland-David MacCallum of
Man from Uncle days is back in
Dogs. First the world was
threatened by birc!s, then frogs,
then snakes and finally Hee Haw.
Now man's best friend finds his

pest buddy is hard to swallow.
The Mall Cinema-Two Minute
Showing at 7:30 and 9:30p.m.
Warning starts today. Another all· Fox-Winrock-Marathon Man is star cast headlined with Charlton
still around with Laurence Olivier Heston, it promises "91,000
and Dustin Hoffman at 7:30 and people, 33 exits . .'.one'sniper."
9:45p.m.
Heston continues to prove that all
Louisiana Mall-The triple disasters are not necessarily natural
theatre offers:
occurances. Call 298-5505 for
The Front starring Woody Allen times.
in the story of a smapl-time loser
Montgomery Plaza-Another
who lets his name be pla~ed on triple theatre with:
scripts for a McCarthy-era
Sean Connery takes a cue from
blacklisted friend. Alger Hiss must Xavier Hollander and stars in the
be laughing himself to death. Next Man. 7:35 and 9:25p.m.
Shows at 6, 8 and 10 p.m.
Some favorable national reviews
Today starts The Winds of for Car Wash with Richard Pryor
Autumn with Jack Elam, Jeanette and George Carlin. Shows at 7:50
Nolan and Andrew Prine. Looks and 9:40p.m.
like another Gunsmoke reunion.
Although it is not a tale of her
Call299-4412 for times.
marriage to Eddie Fischer, Connie
Stevens still appears in Scorchy at
7:45 and 9:35p.m.
Eastdale-Anothcr showing of
Students
why Texans should have their own
$1.25
mountains and snow in The Other
Ever!,) ffion.
Side of the Mountain. Shows at
d Tues.
7:40 and 9:35p.m.
Galcria Twin Theatres-The first
screen flashes the movie that should
have been placed in a time capsule,
Lo.st 2 Dc:\ys
all
prints included- The Groove
Fri. Times
Tube.
At 6 and 9:20p.m.
1:00-9:00
Hitchcock's Family Plot and
Paul muni, Bette Davis
Pete and Tillie with Walter
Matthau and Carol Burnett are
John Gardeild, Claude Rains
featured at the second screen. Plot
unearthed at 9:30 p.m. and Pete
Fri. Times
·and Tillie shown at 7:40p.m.
2:35- 7:30
Tomorrow At Noon Only
Sunshine-A Bette Davis double
feature
with Marked Woman at
max Fleischer's
7:35 p.m. and the town where
liquor is not necessarily· quicker,
Juarez
at 9:05p.m.
Sun. thru Tues.
Hoffmantown-If you missed
the snow job at Eastdale, then the
same woman skier falls off the
Bette, Bogie & Leslie Howard
same mountain in The Other Side
AIR FORCE
of the Mountain. If you are not
John Garfield, Gig Young
paper-training your pet rock it
shows at 7:45p.m.
Cinema East-The twin theatre
features Executive Action and
Shout at the Devil.
Executive Action explains why
John Connelly was sitting in the
wrong car in Dallas on November
An epic so vast it took two years to
22. See Burt Lancaster at 7:35 and
create and a whole continent to contain.
9:50p.m.
Meanwhile Lee Marvin and
Roger Moore work with the man
who's always had bad p.r. in Shout
at the Devil. For times call 2987559.
Los Altos-Los Altos No. One
tells the tale of the Sebring who
made the mistake of asking for "a
little off the top." See Heller
Ske/ter Murders at 7:50 and 9:30
p.m.
The second screen explains why
everything, including Andy
Griffith, goes good on The Ritz.
Shows at 8 and 9:45p.m.
SUB Theatre-The student
theatre with the financial luck of
the Lusitania brings Love Affair or
the Case of the Missing Switchboard Operator at 7 and 9:15
p.m. Friday night.
Saturday night at 7 p.m. is the
tribute to the people who helped get
rid of the Okie's ten-cent beer night
in Hell's Angels '69 and Glory
Stampers.
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Nostalgia
Book Is
Reality

The

Ni
Gri
Dirt Band
with the

Billy Speers Band

November 15

·Popejoy Hall
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General Store (B~th Locations) • Candyman in Santa Fe
SUB Box Office for Student Discounts

What Ever Became of... ?/by
Richard Lamparski/Bantam
Books/ $1.95
Review by Orlando Medina
<>hirley Temple had it made. She
was a curiy-hcaded cutsey child star
who ended up as the ambassador to
Ghana and chief of White House
protocol. ·Unfortunately, many
familiar faces on the silver screen
and later the stars of the laminated
box did not quite fare so well.
These once-on-top-of-the-heap
souls now only remain as tricky
trivia questions- to win a tee-shirt
although they might have once sold
us any product that was on the
market.
Who in the world would believe
that Eddie Haskell of Leave It to
Beaver reknown is now Officer
Kenneth Osmond of the Los
Angeles Police Department?
Richard Lamparski )lpparently
does, because this book is the fifth
volume of people who disappeared
instead of continuing to play their
roles before us.
Lamparski is part of our instantpackage culture in the form of a
communication historian. He takes
the Bobby Diamonds of TV's Fury
and places him as a criminal lawyer
in California. It is a time trip of the
most unusual form. The little cute
vivacious Vanessa Jones are
rocketed through time to be the toetagged overdose corpses that once
smiled and set the example for the
country's TV-viewing audiences.
Why didn't these people continue
to be successes?
Lamparski explains or reveals
that they were just actors whose top
shows got cancelled and are now
thrust back into the real world of
making a living. They had bad
(Continued on tJugc 10)
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Frido._y
Love Affo.lr or the
'Co.se of the ffilsslng
Swltchboo.rd
Operntot
.,..directed by ffio.ko.vejev

BARBARA PARKINS ·IAN HOLM · RENE KOLIJlHOFF

ein.tftta East
eUBANII; a1CANOfl '\ntA N f

298 1559

STARTS FRIDAVI
FINAL TWO NIGHTS I
"GREAT SCOUT &CATHOUSE THUIISOAY"
PG·Color-7:00 9:00
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J:fell's Angels '69
Glory Stompets
with Dennis Hopper
7 p.m. showing onl_y
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••. Civic Concett
evening. Eric Bloom started a rap
on drugs (namely marijuana)
advocating the freedom of it's use.
The speech was totally nervewrecking and the reference to the
American flag on stage was corny.
After all we've had enough of these
speeches in the '76 election year. It
was a complete bringdown at that
point.

Although the clouds failed to
materialize, "Born to Be Wild"
proved to be exceptional. Bloom
and Dharma did their traditional
guitar massage bit which is always a
hit. Dharma savagely ripped off his
"Buck's Boogie" was dynamic as guitar strings and gave a group of
always, taking the majority of the fans a $1 souvenir. The show
half Iiour. Dharma went wild and supposedly ended to no one's belief
the song served as a solo outlet for as the crowd stood in a thunderous
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The Cultural Program Committee
The Associated Students, UNM

Popejoy Hall
present

. GRAMMY AWARD WINNER

BEST SONG

''SEND IN THE CLOWNS

' 7,

BROADWAY'S BEST MUSICAL
WINNER 6 TONY AWARDS
·

.

.

WINNER N. V. DRAMA CRITIGS AWARD·
.
. .

·

GORDON CROWE Presents

album to the stage in a pleasant
· Concert Review by George Gesner
surprise.
It is a slow beautiful
A blinding light exploded in the
dark answering the calls of 3500 · bluesy number that did nof get any
predominantly young Blue Oyster airpiay when it first came out,
Cult fans. When my eyesight although it certainly warranted it.
The piece proved Dharma as the
recovered the Cult had arrived for
musical
saviour of the group, as his
the fourth time in Albuquerque,
vocals
and
guitar artistry were on
New Mexico.
another
plane.
The mellotrons
England and Long Island, New
helped
in
adding
a
spacy feel to the
York combined Wednesday night at
number
as
well
as
the mirro ball
the Civic Auditorium as Be Bop
that
produced
a
galactic atDeluxe and BOC electrified the
mosphere in the hall. I'm sure those
place.
Blue Oyster Cult blasted off with who were totally stoned had a
"Stairway to the Stars", possibly glorious flight.
Dharma's vocals were smooth
one of their worst numbers.
and
relieving. He certainly tends to
"Harvester of Eyes" was the next
take
out the raunchness of the
number off their Secret Treaties
group.
His string machine inalbum. The piece was too
terludes
were supreme. He apmethodical and the bassiwas
penetrating. It seems they suc- peared to be the divine Carlos
ceeded in taking a good number
with good vocals and instrumentation and turning it into a
repetitive rock 'n' roll bore.
BOC finally landed on track with
a number off their new Agents of
Fortune album. "Sinful Love"
featured drummer Albert Bouchard
on lead vocals with everyone else
singing along. The piece showed
signs of better musicianship
resulting in a richer and fuller
sound.
A. Bouchard went into a fit as he
started screaming. It turned out to
be the intro for "Cities on Flame
With Rock 'n' Roll." The hard
rocker featured the three guitarists
and bass guitarist Joe Bouchard in
what sounded like 1000 guitars.
Donald Roeser (Buck Dharma)
found the piece fitting for some
intense jamming on the guitar to
satisfy claims of critics world-wide
that he is indeed the world's best
rock guitarist.
"E. T. I. (Extra Terrestrial
Intelligence)" came out hard and
animalistic and was saved to an
extent by good vocal chorus that
was smooth ami somewhat
melodious.
Then came the high point of the
·evening. BOC's debut performance
of "Then Came The Last Days of
May" transcended from their first

that was energetic to say the least.
The drummer came out with
keyboardist Allen Lanier to do their
five-man guitar army foutine.

Photo by Chris Ha.mmond

Santana standing alone bathing in
the beams of colored light playing
some nice blues riffs jhat enchanted
the crowd.
''Dominance/Submission"
started off hard enough, but right
at the end came the low point of the

Charles Tumahai supplied the
charming background vocals.

time. Fox is a very stylish drummer
and I'd certainly rank him as one of
the best. Tumahai is a very
"Adventures of A Yorkshire energetic bassist (an excellent
Landscape" was a mellow blues vocalist, too) although he didn't do
number that gave keyboard player his kangaroo act.
Andrew (Simon) Clarke some well
What the fans did see Wednesday
deserved exposure.
night was two of the best guitarists
around. Dharma and Nelson both
The group performed two
numbers off their new album
Modern Music, . ''Forbidden
Lovers" and "Down on Terminal
Street" in a well-seasoned medley.

.
the musicians. The ten-minute solo
by A. Bouchard had me really
drummed out. He bewildered the
crowd with his excessive use of
mechanical goodies on his drums
and the use of a blazing hot red
spotlight al)d super strobe.
The drummer then came out on
stage in his fake tuxedo and did a
grossly contorted dance, probably
to get the kinks out of his legs or to
mock Marcelle Marceau.
Then the spaceship entered
signifying the start of the long
.
awaited
finaIe to "B uc k' s Bo og1'e . "
"This Ain't the Summer of Love"
had shades of Black Sabbath and
included a bass solo by J. Bouchard

The group closed their 45-minute
(much too short) set with "Blazing
Apostles" from "Sunbirst Finish."
Nelson, Tumahai, Clarke and
drummer Simon Fox finished out
the evening in excellent fashion. 1
was quite impressed with Nelson's
supporting cast. Fox played his
ovation and a shower of matches drums with the .enthusiasm of a
and zippo lighters.
'little boy on the drums for the first
"(Don't Fear) The Reaper"
opened up the encore. The BOC hit
single is basically why some people
showed. The group ended the nigh(
with "Hot Rails to Hell" and the
crowd was finally BOC'd out.

Friday • 2 Drinks for Price of 1

6 pm to 7 pm

This Weekend

The Plan·ets

A Fine Drinking Establishment
Tickets $9.00, $8.00, $7.00, $6.00, $5.00
UNM Students
Wednesday, November 17 8:15p.m.
Tickets Going Fast!

5001 LOMAS NE

I ALBUQ I 268-9855

2 blocks ....-est of Siln Mateo & Lom11$

Lamparski's book is good for
what it claims to be and that is a
family album or Guinness Book of
World Records which lets us know
where someone is or what have they
done to stand out in the world. It is
happy in the memories it brings
back but it is sad in that the heroes
or heroines of the past are now
selling half-acre lots in Carlsbad,
California.

-

At Minnesota Chubbie's

1 Week Only!

agents or they just couldn't sell
themselves again once the glamour
of youth wore away. But in many
cases it was the simple fact that
these people were not actors or
actresses
but
simple
personifications of the characters they
played.
A kid looked like what the
producer had in mind for a TV
show and lived up to that limited
image. When the role died, the kid
was only trained as the Kathy of
Father Knows Best and it would be
beyond belief to see. her next appearance on a screen as am urderess
or an Amelia Earhart. The audience
reaction was simply to look at
James Brolin from Marcus Welby
pretending that he is Clark Gable.

Rock
and
Rolling
Nightly

"Sister Seagull" was especially
nice with the guitar precision and
technique of Bill Nelson. Bassist

(Continued from Page 8)

SOc
S pm to 9 pm

Wally
and th
Snails

The supergroup from England,
Be Bop Deluxe, was excellent and
got a warm response from those
who appreciated their style of
romantic rock. It seems that some
of the musical intricacies of the
group were beyond some.

WITH AN ALL st•R BROADWAY CAST

Tuesday- Tequila Sunrise

Cult has been l,1ere four times,
they'll be here again. It can only be
hoped that Be Bop Deluxe wili
return as headliners.

Direct From
York

.••T.V.
Daiquiris· SOc
S pm to 9 pm

excellent in their guitar techniques
and vocal abilities, are two individuals with two different styles
that deserve praise. Blue Oyster

Emerald

Ti.
~~~~t!!l!
"Tne Most·
Inexpensive Spirits
To Be Found Anywhere"

Frida_y & Saturda_y

LB Cottonwood
Sunda_y

lQst ffiile RQmblets
and a

Chicken Barbecue

City
With The Triangle's

'-'·

Midnite Dance Contest
First Prize - $25r;;.
Second - Pitcher of '(
Friday and Saturday
Pratt's New Triangle Lounge
Corner On Central And Girard

Go 5 miles N. Of Bernalillo
On J-25 To Algodones Exit
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Elton's LGtest G 'Uniquely Tight Album'

••• Answers from. PGge 8

TIHIAirllK
lflED'S
liT'S
FIRIIDAY*

A.

8.

Blue Moves( Elton John/ MCARocket 2-11004
Review by Lynda Sparber
I once read that Elton John could
write 30 songs a week. Maybe that ·
explains why everything he does has
just a hint in common with all his
works. Whatever the reason, all one
can say about the double-disked
Blue Moves is that it's another
Elton John Album.
If I sound as if Blue is ordinary,
routine and run of the mill, it is not.
What it is is competitive with all
other EJ works and one of the most
excellently produced, arranged,
musically pleasing albums on the
current market.
Newsweek says Blue lvloves is
"slugging it out" with Stevie
Wonder's latest for the No. I spot
on the charts. One listen will tell
why, especially since it has the
proverbial something-for-everyone
quality.
Elton makes abundant use of
orchestration, but in a technique
that goes beyond Muzak. Side one

c.

A: Lee Ao.ker. once Rusty of Rln Tin Tin fo.me, now o. co.rpenter; B: Lo.uren Chapin from Fo.ther Knows Best; C:
Ronnie Burns, o.dopted son of George o.nd Gro.cie o.nd on their T.V. show; D: Victor Klllo.n, once in eo.rly thirties
movies, now G o.ndpo. Lo.rkin on mary Hartman, mary Ho.rtman; E: Noreen Corcoro.n o.ppeo.red with John
Forsythe on Bo.chelor Fo.ther; F: Tommy Kirk of Wo.lt Disrtey fo.me is now involved in o. Los Angeles go.y church.

features the talents of the London
Symphony Orchestra in one of
those sad songs which is
reminiscent of sunsets at the
seashore.
The Martin Ford Orchestra is
featured on two cuts. The best one
has Elton providing the vocals in a
rough, almost discordant way
which befits the tone and message
of the song about being stuck in a
small town.
The best two pieces on the album
reflect my definite prejudice
towards David Crosby and Graham

of love gone. ···.
Dolly Summers joins the ranks
of Billy Joe and Bobbie Sue in
"Shoulder Holster," the story of a
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Nash. "Cage the Songbird," about
an actress' suicide, is full of the
blending and harmonizing of Deja
Vu.
"The Wide-Eyed and
Laughing" is a mystical sitar tale

DEALERS IN NEW .AND -~NTAQE M\JSICAL INSTR\JMENTS
· rentals · accessories
·complete repair service
Please excuse the big
mound of dirt around
us. Here is how to get
to Wild West through
the construction.

~Broadway~

f~~~tl'um"
JtloiJrt~ll

~WIII-~'dlU' . ;!. ,

~~r

E.

D.
Model FAM450 Tuner· $135*

\(JY il· -~,.-

-~·

!I 5

Blood, Guts and Books:
Nostalgic American Prose

00

Model TRM750 Integrated
Amplifier· $225*

Together these Nikko components form an electronic
system with 40 watts per channel RMS, 2.0uv FM
sensitivity, and Jess than .15% distortion. They are
also covered by both Nikko's t~ree year parts and
labor warranty and their exclusive 60 day over-the·
counter exchange policy.
*Sound Ideas' system price with purchase of speakers
and turntable or tape deck. Price slightly higher if
purchased separately.
Open until 8;00 Monday and
Thursday evenings, other
days except Sunday 'til 6pm

King Rat/ by James Clave/// Dell
Books/ $1.95
Last Exit to Brooklyn/by Hubert
Selby, Jr./ Grove Press/$5. 00
Book Reviews by
For Those Who Were There And
Are Not.
For Those Who Were There and
Are, For Him. But Most, For Her.
The dedication for James
Clavell's King Rat has always
given me trouble. I like it
but I've never understood
it;
however,
I
don't
have the same trouble with the
book.
Clavell is very clear when he
writes about the desires and inner
drives of men when they are
subjected to the degradations of a

Japanese concentration camp in
Singapore during World War II.
I've gone back to this book,
written in 1962, because the main
character, The King, is one of those
people who stay with you. Some
people use the word memorable but
The King is not so much memorable
as be is frightening and true.
Clavell is rather graphic in a
subtle way. He builds an imuge
instead of throwing it in your face
like spoiled 'meat:

"The whole wound area was puffy
and purple and green. 'I think it's
too late, 'he said."
Or:
"His heart thumped pleasantly. It
always did when he prepared an
arrest.

H

Albuquerque Children$ Theater

TnecL&WN
PRlNCE
L""----

PRESENTS

Four Performances
at POPEJOY HALL
Saturday, November 13th
&

Sunday, November 14th
1:30 and 3:30
c___!c__e_ach day

Join Snipe the jester, Gaspard the magician, and
Dampn, the prince who would rather be a clown,
on their hilarious search for Diana, the princess who
has run off to be a gypsy, in THE CLOWN PRINCE,
a delightful comedy for children of all ages.

b11 Bill HaYden

PLUS
The Albuquerque Children's Theatre
BALLITCOMPANY
in
"The Raymonda Variations"

Ballet

ACT

IN·ADVANCE-$1.25 or $1.00 for groups of 10 or more
All tickets $1.50 DAY of PERFORMANCE
Tickets at Popejoy Hall Box-Office· 277-3121
and Albuquerque Ticket Agencyat Coronado Center 883~1080
For further information, call A.C~T. at 268·6561

Clavell also has some pleasant
descriptions of what the camp does
with cockroaches. They collect the
little buggers from the latrines,
mash them up and mix the
cockroach paste in with the rice fed
to the sick prisoners ... for protein.
Very humane prison camp.
However, after a second reading
l have a tendency to get sick of
reading about honorable Englishmen like Peter Marlowe, The
King's friend. This guy is so
honorable that he shakes hands
with his mother and sings "Rule
Brittania" while screwing and
thinks David Niven is a barbarian.
However, for all the feeding on
rat meat, Clavell sums up his theme
very well:

L.
l~r

Follow the arrows to

200 Central SE
1976-77 Annual Register of Grant Supporl i~
available in the GSA office Rm. 248, SUB. Office
hours Mon. thru 1ltur~. 9:30 a,m.to 3:30p.m.

Wayn~

A.

Riddle

will

discuss

Respiratory

Metabolism of the Scorpion Mon .• Nov. 15 at 3:30
p.m. in Rm. IJ9ofthe Biology Bldg.

Ride The

Absentee b;llots are available for senate elections

\

now until Tues., NoV. 16in Rm. 242, SUB.
A discussion on the selected problems in comM
parativc Ilhilosophy is the subject o( the Philosophy
Club's meeting Fri., Nov. 12 at 3:30 p.m. in the
Phila~ophy Library. Cookies and coffee will be served at 3 p.m. in the lounge.

\
I
!

A pre-game breakfast will be held for Mortar
Board and BlueKeymembersanddatcsSat., Nov. 13
at 9a,m.450Maple Nit

"And Adam ruled, for he was
the King. Until/he day his will to be
King deserted him. Then he died,
food for the stronger. And the
strongest was always The King, not
by strength alone, but King by
Cunning and luck and strength
together. Among the rats."
Selby on the other hand, or
crotch, shall we say, takes a closeoften too close look at
degradation in the city: Brooklyn.
A pornographic Naked City, Last
Exit to Brooklyn looks at the fleas
on the hide of the rats.
I came back to this book for one
reason: the Arts and Media Editor
said he read it in the eighth grade
and was afraid to read another
book for six months. It was one of
those things: I just had to read it. I
do object to the treatment of
homosexuals in this novel; it may
be a true picture but I thi11k Clavell
was much more sympathetic to his
homosexuals.
Here's one line, and in this case,
one line a novel makes:
"They leaned toward the window
as they passed the empty lot and got
a good look at Tralala lying naked
covered with blood, tirine and
semen and a small blot forming on
the seal between her legs as blood
seeped from her crotch and Ruth
and Annie wer~ happy... "

OKIES
1720 Central SE
Pitcher BEER s1.25
Fridays 3-5 p.m.

Ladies Headquarters

FREE LADIES
s~':n DRINKS Sa;~~~ay
Bpm

Tuesday

Your Entettainment Headquarters
Featuring Barnaby All Week
Coming: David Allen Coe, Dec. 2nd
Advance tickets on sale at
The Headquarters & The Apollo
4310 Central SE
266-7756
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4200 Central Ave. SE
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Despite the wide gaps in styles,
the album comes off as a uniquely
tight and complete package of the
talents and versatility of Elton ,

woman wronged and out for
revenge. This is the cut local DJ's
delight in playing because it mentions Santa Fe twice.

Cadillac Bob
All Weekend

243-2229
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Computer Dating forms are on the way. Take your
date to the dance Fri., Nov. 12.

While House Fellowships open compclitlon for cme
year work assignmcms wilh exccut!ve l"lranch officials
in Wa~hington, D.C. Applicants mus1 be 23·3'• by
Sepl. 1977 and US ciJizem. Applicalion deadline i~

Nm·. IS, ContaeJ Lynzee at 2774467,

Registration for the 4tl1 Annual Chri~tmas Crans
Fair is now in progrcs.~ in the ASUNM Crafts area in
111ebasemen1 of the SUO.

Chcmi~try

Dept. is offering tr'ailer courses lhls
spring in Chern 101, 30/ and 30lL. Trailer courses
will not be offered in 102, 302 or 3041. durins the Fall
of '77. Stud ems wishing to take 101, 301 or )OJL are
eJ~pected to. round out !he serie5 durmg the summer of
'77.

QUALITY

NM·PIRG needs students to work on a taxrcrorm/solar energy and .conservation project.
Credlt offered, or non·er(!dit basis. PIRG Oriice,
107-C Cornell SE, or enll 277·2757.

+ PRICE -- VALUE
\\A\'ORTED F~Dftt
GOLD

M.J::XIOO

SILVER

'tl

U. Exchange Program Offers
Resident Tuition Out of State

New Mexico residents who wish to pursue graduate
studies in· areas not offered at New Mexico colleges
and universities may do so l'nder the WICHE Fellows
Program recently approved by the Board of
Educational Finance.
Under the exchange program of the Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education (WICHE)
New Mexico students may enroll at resident tuition
rates in 13 selected graduate programs in Montana,
Idaho, Hawaii and.Alaska. In turn, New Mexico has
made 25 of its unique programs available to these·
cooperating states.
Dr. Robert E. Rhodes, Academic Coordinator for
the Board of Educational Finance, said a certified
New Mexico resident accepted by a cooperating institution in one of the cooperating. states will be
charged that state's resident tuition, rather than the
usual non-resident rate.
Among the graduate programs open to WICHE .
Fellows-none of which ·lire available in New
Mexico-are master's and Ph.D. degrees in ocean
engineering and atmospheric sciences at the University
of Hawaii; master's degrees in fisheries and environmental quality engineering as well as master's
and Ph.D. degrees in geophysics at the University of

Pl
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Dennard: Poet, Sculptor and Great Receiver ~
"'v.

By ltuss Parsons

Bring Your Dates To The Hog's Breath
Tuesday thru Sunday

Buy 2 Get 1 Free For Ladies
Now Playing: BLUE SKY

...

Also Serving Great Lunches
11:00 a.m. to 2:30p.m.

Dr.
Harold
Drummond,
associate dean for curriculum and
instruction in the College of
Education, said "in order to be
more responsive to expressed needs
of teachers and other adults in the
community, the Colleges of Arts
and Sciences and Fine Arts have
scheduled many courses for late
afternoons, evenings and Saturday
mornings for spring semester 197677."
He said about 125 graduate levels
courses in the two colleges will be
offered from 3 p.m., "most of

Now his stats for this season are
very good, but when you consider
that he caught only six passes in
UNM' s fir&t four games, you
realize that he has been putting on
quite a show.
Preston Dennard

Albuquerque loves it, but the act
has bombed in Laramie, Tempe,
Law Cruces and Salt Lake City.
Maybe it hasn't bombed enough
though as UNM lost all four of
those games.
You realize Dennard's contribution to the team when you
consider another set of stats. As a
team, the Lobes have completed 77
passes for 1259 yards and eight
TDs. That means Preston has
accounted for more than half the
team's passing yardage and exactly
half of the passing touchdowns.

them beginning at 3:30 p.m. or
Other courses that will be
later. In addition, quite a number available include a "Women and
of courses carrying undergradu[!te the Law" course offered in political
credit that may be useful to teachers science, "Indian Culture r !,ange in
and other adults interested in in- the Southwest" offered in ancreasing their knowledge in a field thropology, "La Mujer Chicana"
also are available after school offered in American Studies and
hours."
"East Asia", a geography course.
The range of late afternoon and
Drummond said for teachers and
evening course offerings is others "who wish to upgrade their
"amazingly broad," Drummond competencies in helping younsters
said. "Teachers and other adults with writing, the English departmay enroll during the spring ment has scheduled several useful
semester for beginning courses like courses such as an introduction to
introduction to astronomy," he linguistics, English grammar,
added. "Such courses, naturally, creative writing and teaching
do not carry graduate credit, but writing."
they will help teachers build
"Creative Dramatics
for
background knowledge that will Elementary Teachers" will be
help in introducing children to the offered by the theatre arts
universe and galaxies beyond our department along with "Planning
own."
the Educational Theatre Program"
and "Stage Properties."
In addition , to the newly
scheduled courses in Fine Arts and
Arts and Sciences, Drummond said
the College of Education will
continue to offer many classes after
public school hours and on
and Mulege, La Paz to Cabo San Saturdays.
Lucas and an excursion up the
"Spring semester, for instance,"
little-travelled Pacific side of the Drummond said, "one of the
Baja.
sections of the basic research course
Stavely's lecture is intended to required in most master's programs
provide information and a question in our college-education founanswering session for potential trip dations 500-will be offered
participants and anyone interested Saturday mornings."
in the Baja.
Specific times for all the newly
scheduled courses are listed in the
More information about the trip schedule of classes for the spring
is available from the Maxwell semester which are available at the
Museum
Association
or UNM Records Office and the
Globetrotters Travel Agency.
Registra!iQn Center.

His biggest days this season came
in the fifth game against Wyoming
and in the eighth against Utah.
Against the Cowboys he snagged
nine passes for 159 yards. He stuck
the Utes for eight catches, 184 yards
and two scores.
"Individually, I feel pretty good
about this season," Preston said.
"I feel that I've been one of the
important factors in our success. I
just thank God that I have been
able to be a mainstay for this team.
Win-loss record-wise, none of us
are too happy, but morale and team
spirit-wise, everything's great."

Lecture on Baja Camping
Scheduled for Nov. 21
A lecture on camping in the Baj_a
will be given Sunday, Nov. 21 at tl}~e
Presbyterian Professional Center,
210 Cedar SE, in preparation for
Museum
of
Maxwell
Anthropology's planned camping
tcip to ihe Baja.
Gaylord Stavely, president of
Canyoneers, Inc., will provide
commentary for a photographic
lecture on the Mexican Baja. The
lecture will begin at 2 p.m. in
Savage Auditorium at Presbyterian
Center.
Canyoneers, Inc., noted for its
whitewater raft trips in Colorado
and Utah, will conduct the camping
trip Dec. 30-Jan. 13. Maxwell
Museum Association is sponsoring
the two-week outing.
Highlights of the Baja trip will
include stops at San Ignacio
Mission, Bahia de Ia Concepcion

UNM Disabled
Elect New
Club Officers
The new officers for the Disabled
on Campus organization were
elected during their meeting
Tuesday night.
Gil S. Joel was elected president.
He is a student entering University
College and the author of the book,
So Your Child Has Cerebra( Palsy.
Leslie Donovan, who works for
the ad staff of the LOBO and has
an English/ Journalism double
major, was elected vice president.
Lorna Kirby, a junior majoring
in biology, was elected secretarytreasurer.
The next meeting of the group is
scheduled for Nov. 23 at II a.m. in
SUB Rm. 230.

Dennard holds the ball aloft in
one hand with the other resting on
his hip like he was posing for some
strange sculptor. i-Iuey, a more
conservative fellow, prefers the
simple hand-the-ball-to-the-refereeand-walk-away approach.
But the important thing is getting
in the end zone, not what you do
once you're there and Preston is
hoping to have a lot of chances
Asked about his childhood and against BYU.
his athletic influences, Dennard
"It's going to be interesting.
revealed that one of his earliest
ambitions was to be an Arizona
State Sun Devil.

Only two other Lobo receivers
have done better over an entire
season. The first was Ace Hendricks who caught 67 passes for
1094 yards and 6 TDs in 1967. The
other was Dennard himself~ who
caught 59 passes for 962 yards and
six TDs.

New U. Schedule Aids.Teachers
Graduate level courses in two
colleges at UN'M will be more
accessible to public school teachers
beginning with "the spring semester,
a UNM official said.

I

New Mexico split end Preston
"Magic" Dennard has caught 32
passes for 639 yards and four
touchdowns this season. And there
are still three games to go.

Alaska; master's degr-ee in pharmacy, forestry and
range resources at the ]Jniversity of lda~o; a ~aster's
degree in environmental health engmeenng and
master's and Ph.D. degrees in plant pathology at
Montana State University. A master's degree !n rural
and regional planning at the University of Montana is
also available.
Rhodes said a New Mexico student wishing to participate must secure authorization from the WICH~
Certifying Officer demonstrating that the student IS
qualified as a resident of New Mexico. The student
may then apply for admission directly to the college or
university offering the program.
Rhodes noted that admissions decisions for New
Mexico residents may be affected by enrollment
limitations at the cooperating institutions. However,
he said once a New Mexico student is accepted as a
. to pay
WICHE' Fellow that student will contmue
resident tuition as long as satisfactory academic
progress in the program is made.
Authorization forms for graduate programs
available under the WICHE Fellows Program and addresses of the institutions involved are available from
Fred Chreist, Registrar's Office, UNM, Albuquerque,
New Mexico 87131.

When asked about his future,
Preston said: "I've got a few things
in mind. I have a law scholarship
fund in my name that I got from the
Masons in Phoenix that I can use to
go to law school. But I'm really
banking on pro football. If that
goes right then I'm going to publishand try and get myself established
as a writer."

About his sudden activity after
being neglected over the first f~ur.
games of the season, Dennard sa1d:
"They go to me now. It's just the
fact that I've established myself and
proved to myself that I could do it.
"The reason I'm getting the ball
more is that Coach Canty (offensive coordinator) realized that
he had to get the ball to.me. We've
got some young guys on the other
side that are kind of shy-hearted

Odol\ 1obo ·

about going for the ball sometimes.
They're young.
"You can throw me the ball19 or
20 times a game and I'll catch 19 of
them. That other one will be pass
interference. Consistency and
concentration - those are the keys
to being a good receiver. First
concentration then consistency and
then timing, too."

What A Challenge!!

Peace Corps*Vista

But, and the Lobo coaches thank
the Lord, the Sun Devils blew it.
They said that they would only sign

him
first.if Preston
he went to
was
a junior
hot tocollege
play
college ball so he signed with UNM.
"Everything that happened that
was in my favor was important that
first year," he said, "I really
wanted to show them .. But of all the
things that happened, being able to
make the varsity was the biggest
thin_g."

' \(.
. )· · ')

Fine Clothing For Men And Women

200Jo Off

Any talk about the qualities of a
receiver are bound to lead to
Not that he's sorry he came to
comparisons between Dennard and UNM, one of the primary reasons
Arizona State's All-America end for his happiness and success here
John Jefferson.
has been receiver coach Gene Huey.
"Everything I know about the
"The only difference can see game comes from Coach Huey,"
between me and John Jefferson is Preston said. "They way I run my
that his team went to the Fiesta patterns to the way I act on the
Bowl and he was the MVP. I field, that all comes from Coach
haven't been to the Fiesta Bowl yet. Huey. That is, everything except
We're equal. We both think we're what I do in the end zone."
capable receivers."
If Preston is a capable receiver,

he is certainly a remarkable person.
In addition to being a splendidly
gifted athlete, he is an accomplished poet. And, perhaps to
the surprise of his teammates, he is
composing a poem about football,
focusing on the personalities of his
cohorts. He also appeared in the
movie "A Star-is Born."
"I guess you could call it a speaking
part," he said. "when Bar bra
Streisand leaves the concert I'm
supposed to jump on the fence and
yell something at her."

To All

Scorpios
1425 Central NE
Albuquerque N.M. 842-6261

We've Got Boots
Boots
Boots

COPIES

•
p~p

On Campus Now 17,18
Sign Up Now For Interview
·Placement Office:
Mesa Vista Hall

~~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;~~;;;;~;;;;~;;;;;~~;;~;;;;;i

Of course, being the first freshman ever to be chosen to an allWAC team wasn't exactly a let
down.

(II)

POSTAL.
INSTANT
PRESS
2818 Central S.E.
265-3435
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Save 3.00 On 1st Pair
Save $4.00 On 2nd Pair

cootS

I.

Thurs. - Sat.

COotS
cootS Weekend Special
60 Oz.
coo'<S
cootS
cootS

Our boots start with Frye in 5 earth tone colors and
5 fantastic styles. Running a close second. are Zodiacs
in super colors and 6 unique styles. We als~ feature
Bort Carlton, Golo, Dingo and Sbicca. For men we
offer the largest selection in Albuquerque. Prices
range from $30.00 to $68.95.

Nov. 11th - 13th

lobo

men 1 S

Pitcher
$1.95
Fresh Popcorn
1-25 & Lomas

UNM Students Welcome

~~~ddll

sh~p
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2120 Central S.E. 243-6954

5307 Menaul NE & 323_Romero NW
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Come Fly With Us ...

"When I was little I used to love
Arizona State," the Tempe native
said. "They threw the ball a lot and
they really looked good on the
field. They loved to throw the
ball."

. Sports _

:<!

They're a passing team. We're a
passing team. But, we've got a
runmng attack. They don't have
any really good defensive backs but
all of them are solid. We're going to
go out and upset them on national
TV. We're going to, prove to lots of
people who just look at scores and
say that we're a losing team that
we've got a really good team and
that we play with a lot of heart.
They're going to be wondering how
we could lose all those games.''
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Five Women Harriers Enter National Race

By Ed .Johnson
One of the goals that women's crosscountry coach Barbara Butler wanted her
0
p
team
to accomplish during its first year of
0
..-l competition was to qualify for nationals.
This Saturday, the five UNM women who
'@ have qualified will comp~te in .the !'lational
p
AIAW on the UnivcNty ot Wisconsm0
'.)
!\lladison course.
·~
Now coach Butler hopes the team will
,?. ~'compctl.! well," but ~ays, ~~It's hard to.s~y.
;,:: I'm not fully aware of the t)ther competttton
z"' hf,'cau..,~ofthh being our fip,t vear."
The team ro h<'at app~ap. tn he t!J,, .Bir.
1-i!'ht and tile dcfendint~ l'.alional cham-

z

:c
...."

-""

pions, Iowa State. UNM and Iowa State
were among the teams competing against
each other when the Intermountain
Regionals and the Big Eight championship
were run simultaneously.
In that race, UNM's top harrier, Karen
Cramond, who placed first, defeated Iowa
State's top finisher, Carol Cool<, by 30
seconds.
Coach Touy Sandoval said, "Karen
should challenge for oue of the top (ive
positions." He also feels that the girls have
"gone beyond any expectations." He said
that they a1~ "~muhling" bec:mse they can
onlv take nw women. "Ynu will not have all

five run superior races. I hope it will happen,
though,"
The problem exists because teams like
Iowa State have qualified more than their
top five runners, giving them extra help in
ca~e one of their top five falters.
Coach Sandoval will be hoping for 5now
il) Wi.sconsin on Saturday because he says
that "the tougher the com~c. the better off
we arc," He feels that, because UNM has
had more experiences in running in adverse
conditions th:m some of the other schools
who will participate at nationals, UNM will
have sume advantages. S11sic Vigil .said,
"You have to be prepared for hard con-

<P
~

;::::

ditions or you'll he wiped out. They add
mental toughness."

(1)

B}· Tim Gallagher

The UNM women are unanimously "excited." Flash Ashby says that she is "nervous," while Virginia Middleton hopes that
''we do really good.'' Jean Rostermundt
says, "I just hope I can keep up with them
and maybe get in the top 25," and Susie
Vigil comments that she is excited and that
she "keeps thinking about it." While Karen
Cramond sums it al 1 up by saying, "I've
been studying a lot. I find it hard to concentrate. 1 have confidence that 1 can do as
well as I can.''

Mormons and ABC-TV -what
more could one ask for on an
Albuquerque Saturday morning?
Saturday at II a.m., the sliding
UNM Lobos will try to end their
four-game losing streak with a
game against the Cougars of
Brigham Young, the fifth best
offensive team in the nation. ABCTV will be there to regionally
televise the contest.

As of Wednesday, the Lobos
were still searching for a
replacement for place kicker Jim

I

. Fall Special

1

Dry Cleaning

1

By The Pound

I
j

Part of the reason ABC selected
this game for telecast was that it
promises to be quite an offensive
show. BYU's quarterback Gifford
Nielsen is leading a team that is
second in the nation is passing.
New Mexico's Noel Mazzone is
The UNM football team will be sporting a new look in the
fifth
in the WAC in total offense
defensive secondary this Saturday against 8 YU.
and passing. But the Lobos are lith
JlW1~m~w~~WMtm~W&WWt:®f~®mt•mmmrrn:wf%~~•ww.~@~;,;~wm-m
in the nation in total offense.
@i
Lobo fullback Mike Williams is
rn
••ithe leading rusher in theWAC with
· a 102.6 yards per game average.
~New Mexico also boasts split end
&Preston Dennard who has caught
~32 passes for 639 yards, making
~him third in the conference. But 26
~of Dennard's receptions have come
By Tim Gallagher
&! ~n the last four games and if ~nyone
I?J IS a threat to score each time he
catches the ball, it's Preston.
I'm glad ABC has decided to televise a Lobo football game this year. I
BYU is not without its offensive
just wish they had decided to televise a different game.
material either. Flanker Mike
The Lobes will be going into this week's contest against the second-best Chronister caught two touchdown
passing team in the nation with a secondary made up of three new men and passes last week in BYU's come· experienced man. I fear the worst.
•
from- behind win over UTEP.
Coach Bill Mandt can't be criticized for making the changes in the
This game means a lot to the
secondary when he did. He had to do somthing. Last week, Utah quar- Cougars. If they are to win the
terback Dan Hagemann riddled the secondary, passing almost at will. WAC title outright, they must beat
Mandt has done the best he can do by trying to avert a second disaster.
the Lo bos and Utah next Saturday.
But it's going to be especially tough on the Lobos.
Wyoming leads the conference
The publicity· surrounding the game and ABC-TV's decision to broad- with a 5-1 record and needs only to
cast it regionally can work one of two ways.
beat UTEP Saturday to clinch the
A young team like the Lobos can get nervous about it and totally blow title. BYU could finish in a tie by
the game. Or BYU, which has a lot more to worry about than the Lobos, winning its remaining two games,
could choke on the big one.
but the Cowboys would win the title
It'll be interesting to watch and I think Sports lnformation Director because they beat BYU earlier in
Don McGuire and Athletic Director Lavon McDonald have made a wise the season.
'
decision in not giving away tickets to the game.
The La bas have gone to what one
They've reduced ticket prices, but stopped far short of begging people to might call a "rotating secondary"
come so the stands won't look so empty.
in preparing for the BYU air attack.
I'm almost sorry I'm going to be at the game because I'd like to watch Only Max Hudspeth will be back to
ABC's coverage of it. I'd be especially interested in seeing what a difficult start from last week's secondary.
time the camera men have in spotting good beaver in the stands. Only kidBill Turner, Smokey Turman
ding.
(converted from tailback) and Tim
Perhaps this will be the week UNM finally puts that truckload of talent ·Westcott will start in the Lobo
together and plays as a team. By far, this is the most talented team UNM defensive backfield this week.
has seen in a decade.·But it falls far short of being the best group to play as
Mazzone will again start at the
a te<!III. When that finally happens, Mormons, look out.
helm and he'll be backed up by
Still, I don't think that defense is going to be able to contain Gifford Williams at fullback and Jon
Nielsen. BYU will win 44-34.
Sutton at tailback.
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OPEN FIRE

Quality clothing for
outdoors people

Albuquerque
1307 Central NE
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299-9944

Very fine European &

Indonesian
Food

Try our Bami & Nasi
and our Gado Gada
Hours Daily
11 am ·12pm
Telephone 765-5671
1600 Central SE

Men's Shirt

Sale!

GEXBRAL
STDRB

842-6991

...

Town and Country Cleaners
. A Complete Laundry Center

1 Free
or25% Off

8am to 5pm
Tuesday-Saturday
Doctor in
residence

•

1
I
I

Use Our Modern Machiney
To Steam, Clean and
Condition Your Clothes
Laundry Drop Off Service 20c A Pound

Buy2Get

Blood
Plasma
Donor Center

.....
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Selected Wrangler,
Kennington & Madman

Earn $15.00 a weelk:
Donate Twice W eeld
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l)o You Need
Cash?
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Haynes who will be benched after n~.
missing key field-goal attempts in 0
0
the last two games.
e?.
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Aerial Shovv Protnised
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In ·Lobo-Cougar Contest
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Lobos Given Outside Chance at Title

8117 Menaul NE
111 Harvard SE
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Underdog Lobo Harriers to Test Tough UTEP
By P-eter Madrid
Saturday morning marks the end
of UNM 's cross-country season in
which the Lobos, led by seniors
Lionel Ortega and Tom Snowden,
will for the last time run under the
guidance of Coach Hugh Hackett.
Arizona State will be the host of
this year's WAC clash. The lineup
in Saturday's meet in Tempe, Ariz.
will be star-studded as far as crosscountry runners go. The spotlight
will be on Texas-El Paso Kenyan
Corp. Miners Wilson Waigwa and
James Munyala are favorites in this
weekend's conference meet.
Arizona runner Terry Cotton is
ranked among the top contenders.
Brigham Young sports two
Olympic steeplechase runners in

Benton Hart and Henry Marsh.
UNM's Ortega can not be counted
out because of •I) is fine running
abilities.

\
Hugh Hackett

Spikers Try to End
Season With a Win

Lane, a Farmington, N.M.
product, will also bolster the Lobo
crown chase. David Seguar, who
has been running in his brother
·Matt's
footsteps, should also do
Ortega will lead the young Lobo
good
in
Saturday's
meet.
squad made up of five freshmen
and two seniors. Hackett said the
team has worked out hard all
season long despite only three
meets.
---="""" llNIVI~ItSITl'
OF
H&ckett said he 11gain sees the
NIDW
WAC as the strongest cross-country
~IIDXU:o
division in the nation .. The WAC,
' t•tt..)SS
which is in Region 7 of the NCAA
classifications, could send four
teams to nationals in Denton, Tex.
UIIUST~IAS
Nov. 22. Four teams from Region 7
UOOii SAI.E
will travel to Denton, and Hackett
said the WAC could send four
!':ovcm her 1ii - 19
teams to the NCAA meet.
Sec ad in ;\londuy's Lobo
"Our conference is so strong,"
Hackett said, "there are five teams
capable of beating Big-8 champ '
Colorado."

If the Lo bos are able to place
high in Saturday's meet, they will
travel to Denton for NCAA's. If
not, Hackett's great career as a
cross-country coach will end in the
warm sun of a Phoenix morning,

Te.xtiles Crafts co-op

Earlier in the season, the Buffs
By Gino Brazil
.,
defeated the Lobos by only three
Can the UNM women's volleyball team enter next weekend's regional points in UNM's only home meet.
tournament on a winning note?
This all-important question will be answered this weekend as the Lobos
Freshmen could play an imtravel south to play always-tough UTEP and NMSU.
portant role in this year's WAC
Head coach Kathy Marpe said the squad is coming off "a real good finale and UNM has plenty of
week of practice."
them·. Peter Butler, the Canadian
On this weekend's conference matches Marpe said, "These matches are freshman great, is UNM's next top
real important in regards to the regional tournament which is coming up runner behind O,rtega. Rodney
next weekend."
_"It is important that.the girls go into the tournament with a winning attitude instead of a dejected feeling," she said.
In an early season tournament and in the mid-season Lobo Invitational,
both UTEP and NMSU "blitzed" the Lobos.
NMSU is ranked among the top five teams in the Intermountain Conference while UTEP is ranked seventh.
Marpe said that the Lobos are healthy with the exception of Patty
Howell who will be out with a sprained ankle.
The Lobos will be trying to notch their second conference victory of the
year against eight conference defeats.

For The Finest In Fiber Artistry. Unique And Funky Handcrafted Toys, Clothing And
Home Decorations.
2021 Old Town Road NW

843-6694

SERAPHIM
"Angel~ of the h1gh~t order~

Heavenly Music!
ALBINONI: ADAGIO
PACHELBEL: CANON
CORELL!: "CHRISTMAS"
CONCERTO · MOZART: EINE
KLEINE NACHTMUSIK

LOBO-KUNM
In Broom Game;
Chaps-Caps Too
Care to be swept off your feet by
a group of dashing young journalists and see a hockey game all in
the same evening?
Sunday at 7 p.m., the
Albuquerque Chaparrals will face
the Bismarck Capitols in a Southwest Hockey League (SWH L)
game.
- But the real excitement will come
between periods as the "Irish
Connection Line" (GallagherDonnelly-Flynn) of the New
Mexico Daily LOBO will meet a
group of no-goods from KUNM-

FM in a broom ball hockey game.
It's University Night and UNM
students can get a dollar discount
on tickets by showing their ID
cards.

Tnulnu- Chamber Orchestra · Aurlacombe

The us tc>kmil.~;kian stri11g smmcl. 0 Nine
miniatures lzaudsomdy iltustrat<' tJH' at-

rrtldy lc•gr•Hdary comluctorJ~ u~riqw· coJJ.
('ert of_ nw.slc makiug.
Ddigldfrd listl•rzing tltrou.f!lwut.

IBERIA
I through IV

I~uxurious nw/t)(/y
at time.~ lwarf·rendiuJ! au(J
c1lway.<: ('XtJUisitdy 1u·allt({ul. A 11tld.J!l't·
prict'd LJ> lltat is fm· Y<1U; an cxcellcut
,R(fi it(•m for all_v,mc 1111tl ('l'r r~'j)/11',

<'tiOCtltit1e,

Album 1

THE
SYMPHONIES
OF CARL
NIE,LSEN
No.1 · No. 2 • No. 3 ·

\

I

Now comes Miller time.

Danish Radio
Symphony Orcheatrl!ll

Levi's
·size Reduction

Sale

Blomstedt

Comph•te --books ·1-4. Piaui.~t Ciccolhti 1s
Volume 1. Au illtei'ISe[y p{•rso11al.style of
glowing reputation lt•aps to IWW I1C'igltts
melodic cot~stru.ctiOit best describes the
willr this1 his first recording of tltt~ sole
orchestral music o( Nielse11 (1865-1931).
great masterwork of Albc!uiz--perform.ed
'3 :i>•~5
hen• in its complete_ forji"'ii- Ji"-ili"ii'~iiiii'5ill•••••••...

Limited sizes only
Bells & Big Bells

®1976 The Miller BreWing CO •• Mi)Waukee,

Wis.

$9.99

CBXBRAL
STDRB
8117 Menaul NE
111 HarvardSE
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ADVERTISING
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LSAT-MCAT EXAMS, Prepare now. Call Professional Educalors of New Mexico, Inc. 842'200. tfn

.0

s
>
z0

Rnres: 15 ccnls per word per day, one dollar
minimum. Advcrllmnellls run fh'e or moie con·
secullve da)s wllh no changes, nine cenls per
word per dn)' (no refunds If cancelled before five
lnserrlons). Clas.1ified adverllscmeniS musl he
puld In advance,

Q)

~

0
.0
0
......1

PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION PHOTOS. Lowest
prices in town! Fast, pleasing, ncar UNM. Call 265·
2444 or come to 1717 Girar<l Blvd, NE. tfn
$1.00 OFF wirh UniversiiY 1D al University Nigh! at
·the Hockey Game. Sunday Novcmbct 14, 7:00p.m.
Albuquerque Chaparrals vs. Bismarck Capilols.
Tin •lc\ C'oli~ctnll. Jl .'12

Mnmm Hallllonm 131 or~~~ malllo: Classified
Adverllslng, UNM !lox 20, Albu<ruerque, N.M.
87131
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PERSONALS

UNITED Feature Syndicate

TOM PARROTT PLAYS the real folk olues, Sunday
at the Bison-Tentative, 106 Cornell SE. 11/12

ACROSS

TRA YELLER IS AT Ned's El Portal. 4200 Central
Avenue SE 11/15

1 On ion
5 Diminish
10 Duck genus
14 Pia yin g field
15 Female
horses
16 African
language
17 Baltic
seaport
1Binanlce
manner
20 Select for
an office
22 Depart
swiftly:
Slang
23 Tricks
24 Bucolic
26 By way of
27 Soiled
30 Phoning
34 Examined
35 ----Christian Andersen
36 Fish eggs
37 Not forced
38 Sweetheart:
Informal
40 Given facts
41 Nationality
suffix
42 Tarry
43 Spat
45 Shrink
47 Animal's
gear
481tfollows
"printemps"
49 Strong point
50 Existing

CONTACTS?? CASEY OPTICAL Company, 255·
8736. tfn
25¢ BEER PARTY, OKIES, for ali walkers al UCP
walkarhon November 13. 255·7084. ll/12
UNIVERSITY NIGHT AT rhe hockey game, Sunday
November 14, 7:00p.m. SI.OOoff with \)nivcrslly ID,
Albuquerque Chaparrals vs. Bismarck Capirols.
Tlrygley Coliseum. II I 12
HAPPY BIRTHDAY DANIEL. Love, Carol and
P.B. 11112
HAPPY BIRTHDAY Minister of Defense. Long
llvelhcneworder. 11/12
FINALLY! COMPUTER DATES are in lhe mail!
Date dance November 12, watch lor derails. 11/12
ANNOUNCING! K LYT-Contemporary Chrislian
music 24 hours a dny-88.3 FM. 11116
WANTED! MAN INTERESTED in becoming a
Scout leader for work with growing local troop.
Personal Reward and Sarlsfaclion guaranteed. Mus!
be willing 10 rake !raining, CaU Doug 268-4863 or
Joe 268-0489. 11/16 .
COME SEE SHREW. Find out why I'm laughing
at Dumas' "review (7)." I 1/16
I FOUND IT.

2.

PERSONALIZED rliOHT INSTRUCTION C·l50
$15/hr. solo, $21/hr. dual. C·l72 $19/hr. solo,
$26/hr. qual, Privare, <Qmmercial, instrumenl. Pri·
vate license $720 minimum 40 hrs. 296·4938 2985993, 11/12

4.

FORSALE

PEUGEOT: Yellow, mlnt.condllion. Two months
old. Presenrly sells for $160, Sacrifice $107. 242·
0761 Jim 11/17
3·SPEED, disassembled, $13, 277-3256 Sreve/Cathe
11/15

TDDAY'S CRDSSWDBD PUZZLE

'@
0

-··-··

BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, I 18 San Pedro
SE, 265·0335. Color TV's, rape decks, srcrco, ampll·
ficrs, auto radios, lnsrall burglar alarms. JOO/Q dis·
counl for students wirh ID's. Quick service. Used
TV's fonole. 1111 R

11/12

LOST & FOUND

FOUND: KEYS in Geography on Wed. evening.
Describe &claim, Rm. 131, Marron Hall. tfn
FOUND: KEYS In Mil. Hall w/(broken) mirror.
Identify& claim, Marron Hall, Rm. IJl. tfn
FOUND: PSYCHOLOGY book Rm. 219 in Mitchell
Hall. Describe and claim, Marron Hall, Rm. 131.
11/12
FOUND: SMALL DRAWING inslrumenl, Describe
& claim Rm 131 Marron Hall. 11/12
FOUND: Roll of Microfilm 11/8. Call 265·9275.
11/16

Thursday's

Pu~zle

Solved:

R E ME E T s G A D
0 N.S E T 0 A T E N R E 0
c 0 NC E NT RAT E A RT
H A T E E 0 N~
E RNI E
I BA R
T R AD E D
s
C A s E R C R ElE
0 R AT
IL AIN D T E A
S ARG
HlE N S IB R A NT
OA T
B0 AS T T E N5 E
A D lufl T 5 H EIE D E D
P
5 E c 0 RD
A BA 5
E LLE N 5 L0
AM A I N T E L L I G E N T
T E R N0 0 5 E C E 5 TA
G R A S 5 EIS T E R
0 R A

53 Go astray
54 Play an instrument
58 Ottawaor
Washington
body
61 Show busi·
ness award
62 ---Khayyam
63 Arabian
govero1or:
Var.
64 Review and
amend
65 Eugene ----:
Wolfe
19 Carlos -----: 42 ----color:
Kind of
character
Sp. premier
paint
66 Father
21 Melody
67 Man In the 25 Sign of em- 44 University
faculty
Bible
barrassment: 2
46 Return to
words
former
26 ----,--- eel:
belief
DOWN
Nematode 47 Jack of
worm
child's
1 Heart
27 Man the
rhyme
49 Liberated
2 Harmful
helm
50 Eager
3 Call on the 28 Annoy
intercom
29 Thing of
51 Toronto's
Casa _; __
4 Briskness
value
5 Elect. unit 30 1943 Nobel 52---- The
Terrible
6 Musical
prize win53: Pip----: In
ner
piece
7 "- ---- live 31 Angry
the aftergirl"
32 Musical
noon
·55 Teased: In8 Maple Leafs
symbols
formal
or Rangers 33 Adjusts so
9 Kind of
as to match 56 Army company
curve
35 Ten-gallon
57 Imaginary
10 Each year
39 Half---:
11 Slangy
story
Pleasantly 59 Brief sleep
retort
intoxicated 60 Three: lt.
12 Capable
13 Speaks
40 E.atln!iJ areas
FA T
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p
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YAMAHA 1972 DT-2 250cc Very good condition,
Dave 266-3540 11/12
C,B, NEW PACE 2300 and amenna cost, $250.00
Will sell $145.00 292·0072 11/17

ROOMMATE: Nice 2·Bdr. House. Quiet neighbor·
hood. $100/month. Serious student only, 296·
8306 Syl. 11/17

1969 BMW 2002. High mileage b~t good condition.
Runs super w/cxrras. Make offer, 268-4050. 11/15

6.

EXTRA CASH: Work part lime, evenings and
Saturdays. 881·4585 I 0-12 a.m. Friday. II /12

SCHWINN LE TOUR. Excellent condition, new.
$170, Will sell for $105. 296-8454, I I /12

WANT LAW STUDENT to work on palenls. 296·
7398. 11/16

SAL.E: 3·PIECE DENIM suirs. Were $90, now
$38.50 a1 California Fashion Outlet, 2318 Central
SE, across from campus. Open 10-6, 11/15

LOOKING FOR AMnJTIOUS, personable indivi·
dual ro manage Campus pholographic business .
Offers opportunity 10 use and develop full range of
management and marketing skills. Excellent profit
potential. For more informalion, call collect, personIO·person for Bob Olmstead (405) 364-1777 or write
Photo_graphy Shoppc, Box 637, Norman, Oklahoma
73070beforc November JS, 1976 Jl/17

STEREO DEPARTMENT CLOSING our all 1977

new stereo equipment. Pioneer, Sansui, Kenwood
receivers, 8-lracks, reel to reels, 40 to 50 % off, While
rhey last, 255-7534. II /15
DULCIMER, SP.RUCE AND Mahogany. Beautiful,
excellent condition. Call 266-1764, 11/15
DUE TO DIVORCE. Brand new 1977 Kirby. Assume
payments of $7.47 a month. New warranly, 255·
7535, 11/15
'----~--~~~~~~
65 OLDS F-85,
V-6, AT & AC, rebuilt engine, $800.
298-2298. 11115

PART· TIME JOB. Graduate students only. Must be
over 21 years old. Need 1wo part-time employees for
day work. Also have positions for Friday and Sumrday nights. Apply in person only. No phone calls,
please. Save Way Liquor Stores, 5704 Lomas NE,
5516 Mcnaul NE. 11/12
OVERSEAS JOBS-SUMMER/year-round, Europe, s. America, Ausrralia, Asia, etc. All fields,
$500-$1200 monthly, Expenses paid, sighlseeing. Free
informarion. Wrilc: Jnternalional Job Ccnrer,
.Departmenl Nil, Box 4490, Berkeley, CA 94704.
11/15

COLOR TV. COLOR and tint controls, Assume pay·
ments of $7 a month. 10-ycar warranly, 255-7534.
11/15
LANGE SIS BINDINGS. Bought al Ski Swap, Ski
boots, size IOV.. 344-1320 afler 6 p.m., ask for Tom.
I 1/15
SINGER SEWING MACHINE left in layaway, nor
claimed. Equipped. to zig-zag, bunonllole. Pay $19
andtakemachinc.255-7535. 11/15

7.

1974 PLYMOUTH. FULLY equipped $2,300; 1974
Ford Pinto fully equipped, $2,000; 1974 VW SuperBeetle with air, $2,300; VW 4·specd w/air 1974
$2,200. Coronado Credit Union. Call 277-2431,
Vela~Olll'7

EMPLOYMENT

TRAVEL

TELLURIDE SKI TRIP, January 9-16, $130. Includes rransporlation, lifts & lodging, For information call 842·8569. $50 deposit due immediarely.
UNM Ski Club. 11126

1111 ~

NORDICA SKIBOOTS, 10, used once, $25. 8438736. tfn

RIDES! RIDES! RIDES! Call Rideline .. 265·9860,
(303) 449·6670 at lnlercominental Travel Centre,
11/30

BICYCLES: WE HAVE !he lighlest weight for I he
money you can buy. Some on sale. R.C. Hallen's,
843·9378. tfn ,,

INTRODUCING THE FASTEST bus in lhc wesl
(cheapest. roo). The Grey Rabbi!! NYC-$54, San
Francisco-$39. Call Rideline ... 265·9860, (303) 449·
6670 or apply at lnlercontinenral Travel Cenrre.
Jl/12

BUY 1 GET I FREE. Monday thru Saturday 7-9,
Uncle Nac;;lv'<>. 1"/1

--------------,---10-SPEED, GOOD CONDITION, $50. 843·
6247,

11/12

1974 DODGE CHARGER-P.B., P.S., A.T., A.C.
Excellent condition. 292·1218. tfn
VASQUE HIKING BOOTS, ladies, 5, used once.
Excellent condition. $35. 345·9675. 11/12
74 250 YAMAHA MX. HARDLY ridden, $595.
265·0403. 11/12

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

SI.OO OFF with Universily ID at Universily Night at
!he Hockey Game. Sunday, November 14, 7 p.m.
Albuquerque Chaparrals vs. Bismarck Capitols.
TingleyColi<e'IOJ'I 11/12
MUCH beller-lhanks.

11/12

FREE TO GOOD HOME, 5 weeks old part great
danepuppies.call821-4917. 11/16
'71 DODGE PICKUP 20,000 mi. on engine & rrans.
Camper-shell new rires, extras $1700 255·3272.
11/16

5.

FORRENT

ROOMMATE NEEDED: Two· bedroom house,
fireplace, two bathrooms, $100.00, no ulilitics. Call
Michael243-7395. Il/12

FOUND: ART BOOK at Cornell Post Office. Call
and describe, 299·92_4_5_._11_1_15_ _ _ __
1 FOUND IT,

I 1/12

REWARD FOR HP-25 calculalor lost in Mitchell
Hall last week. Light brown case, H5BS·90·5158.
Caii265·743S airer I :00. 11/12

3.

SERVICES

PAINTING INTERIOR EXTERIOR. For free esti·
mares, call cvcningl. 898.0810. 11112
TYPING, M.A. English. Selectric, on campus.
296·8564. 11/22

r------------1
1 University Night
at the
1 Hockey Game

J

I
I
I

I
I
I

I
1

II

Sunday, Nov. 14,7 p.m.
Tingley Coliseum

$1.00 off any ticket
with Student ID Card

Albuquerque Chaparrals
--vs-1Bismark Capitols

1
I

A Little Bird Told Me ...
Peace Corps/Vista
Is Coming

I

On Campus:

Nov 17,18

II

Information Table:
Student .Union

_____________ .,

1

L__----------------~------------------

New Me-xico

Want Ads say it
in a Big WayU

D·aily Lobo
I

Classified Advertising Rates
'15¢ per word, $1.00 minimum charg~
5 or more times- 9¢ per word
Terms Cash in advance

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily Lobo
---·-·-· times beginning
_, under the heading (circle one): 1.
Personals: 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. For Rent; 5. For Sale; 6. Employment;
7. Miscellaneous. ·

Marron H~ll, Room 132
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

.:..

E[lclosed $

